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Online Quiz League 
 

Questions set by:  Toby Cox Edited by: Evan Lynch 
For use in: Season 9 Week 6 Friendly matches played 15/02/2023 

Correct as of: 14/02/2023 
 

Note to QMs (please read aloud to teams): Players are politely reminded to have their hands in view at all times 
 
 

 



Round 1 

1a Which German engineer and economist founded the World Economic Forum and has been its chairman since 1971? He 

has popularised the idea of the Fourth Industrial Revolution. Klaus SCHWAB 

1b 
Which colour appears in the full name of the delicious pippin apple first bred by Richard Cox in Buckinghamshire in the 

1820s? ORANGE 

2a 
Jacqueline Du Pré, Pablo Casals and Yo-Yo Ma are famous players of which stringed instrument? CELLO (or VIOLONCELLO) 

2b What Arabic word is used to describe the type of desert landscape featuring high rocky plateaus where much of the sand 

has been removed by wind? Examples include the Negev desert. HAMADA 

3a 

First name or surname acceptable. What was the name of the Detective Sergeant played by Josephine Jobert in 'Death in 

Paradise'? This character's fiance died during Series 8. 

FLORENCE CASSELL (Accept 

either part) 

3b 

The Alan Bennett play 'A Question of Attribution' is about which member of the Cambridge Spy Ring? Anthony BLUNT 

4a 

In which Italian city is the football club Sampdoria based? GENOA 

4b 
Which doubly-eponymous comet was visible to the naked eye for 18 months from mid-1996 to the end of 1997, after 

which it proceeded back into the outer reaches of the solar system? HALE-BOPP (or C/1995 O1) 

 



 
 
 
Round 2 

  1a 
Which tenor sax player released the 1956 hard-bop album 'Saxophone Colossus'? 

(Walter Theodore) 'Sonny' 

ROLLINS 

1b 

St Agnes, Bryher and Annet are amongst the smaller islands of which British island group known for its flowers? The 

Torrey Canyon shipwrecked near these islands. 

The Isles of SCILLY (accept 

SCILLIES) 

2a Which of the four people whose biographies appear in Lytton Strachey's Eminent Victorians was born in Italy? Florence NIGHTINGALE 

2b Which Ivy League University is located in Ithaca, New York? CORNELL 

3a Which Swedish swimmer holds four women's world records, over 50m and 100m in both freestyle and butterfly? Sarah SJÖSTRÖM 

3b 

What is the two-word name of the bird of the Trogonidae family that is the national animal of Guatemala? The males 

have gloriously-iridescent green plumage. 

RESPLENDENT QUETZAL 

(prompt on QUETZAL, do not 

accept "Quetzalcoatl" or 

"Quetzalcoatlus") 

4a Which Marvel character could have been named Carcajou or Glutton, which are alternative names for his namesake 

animal? He has been played on film by Hugh Jackman. 

WOLVERINE (accept LOGAN; 

James HOWLETT; WEAPON X) 

4b 
Which French leader is depicted on horseback crossing the Alps in a famous painting by Jacques-Louis David? 

NAPOLEON BONAPARTE 

(accept either part) 

 
 



 
 
 
 
Round 3 

1a Tony Parker represented France at which sport? He spent most of his club career playing for the San Antonio Spurs. BASKETBALL 

1b Bauxite is the world's most abundant ore of both gallium and which other metallic element? ALUMINIUM (accept Al) 

2a Which virtuoso Dutch harmonica player provided musical interludes on the radio programme 'The Goon Show'? Max GELDRAY 

2b Ptolemy I encouraged the worship of which syncretic bull deity, which included features of Osiris, to unite his Greek and 

Egyptian subjects? SERAPIS (do not accept "Apis") 

3a Which annual music festival held in Chicago was founded by Jane's Addiction singer Perry Farrell? Its name could mean 

"an extraordinary or unusual thing, person, or event". LOLLAPALOOZA 

3b An abandoned amusement park at Cricket St Thomas in Somerset was focused on which TV character? Its official name 

was 'Crinkley Bottom'. 

Mr BLOBBY (accept 

BLOBBYLAND) 

4a 

Which Athenian orator delivered a series of speeches known as the 'Philippics', which warned of the growing threat of 

Macedon? DEMOSTHENES 

4b Which Soviet miner's name is used adjectivally to describe a punishing work ethic? He reputedly once mined 102 tonnes 

of coal in six hours. 

Alexey STAKHANOV (accept 

STAKHANOVITE) 

 
 



 
 
 
 
Round 4 

1a 

In which country is the Toho film production company based? Its films include 'Throne of Blood' and 'Mothra'. JAPAN 

1b Which knighted Nobel-winning St Lucian poet, who appeared on BBC radio's Caribbean Voices series in the 1950s, is 

best known for his epic poem 'Omeros'? Derek WALCOTT 

2a Which American is known as 'the pride and sorrow of chess', having retired from the game in 1859 at the age of 22 

despite being comfortably the best player of his era? Paul MORPHY 

2b Barbara McClintock is credited with discovering which nucleic acid sequences named for their ability to change their 

position within genomes? They are sometimes known as 'jumping genes'. 

TRANSPOSONS (accept 

TRANSPOSABLE ELEMENTS) 

3a In the 1950s, EOKA fought for an end to British rule in which country? EOKA's leaders included Georgios Grivas and 

Grigoris Afxentiou. CYPRUS 

3b Which planned city replaced nearby Rawalpindi as the capital of Pakistan? Its main business district lies along Jinnah 

Avenue. ISLAMABAD 

4a Which mononymous neo soul singer had minor UK hits in the 1990s with 'Brown Sugar', 'Lady', and a cover of 'Cruisin''? D'ANGELO 

4b Which cheese from Franche-Comté has a distinctive black line running horizontally through it? MORBIER 

 
 



HALF-TIME - PLEASE CHANGE ORDER 
 
 
 
 
Round 5 

1a 
Which Roman orator delivered a series of speeches against Mark Antony, which are known as his 'Philippics'? 

Marcus Tullius CICERO (accept 

TULLY) 

1b Galena is a source of silver, but is also the most abundant ore of which other metallic element? LEAD (or Pb) 

2a Tony Marsh represented France at which sport? He spent most of his club career playing for Montferrand, or Clermont-

Auvergne as it has later been known. 

RUGBY UNION (do not accept 

"Rugby League") 

2b Which Anatolian mother-goddess was worshipped in Greece and called 'Magna Mater' (Great Mother) by the Romans? CYBELE 

3a 
Which close harmony singing group provided musical interludes on the radio programmes 'Round the Horne' and 'Beyond 

Our Ken'? 

The FRASER HAYES FOUR 

(Accept FRASER HAYES 

QUARTETTE) 

3b A section of Paultons Park in the New Forest is dedicated to which children's TV character? It includes the attractions 

'George's Dinosaur Adventure' and 'Muddy Puddles'. 

PEPPA PIG (accept PEPPA PIG 

WORLD) 

4a Which band founded and headlines the annual Cropredy Festival of folk music in Oxfordshire every year? FAIRPORT CONVENTION 

4b 

In which country was the state-sponsored Chollima Movement, which is similar to the Stakhanovite Movement, launched 

in the 1950s? 

NORTH KOREA (accept DPRK; 

DEMOCRATIC PEOPLE'S 

REPUBLIC of KOREA; Prompt 

on KOREA; Do Not Accept 

"South Korea" or "Republic of 



Korea") 

 
 
 
 
 
Round 6 

1a 
Which mononymous neo soul singer had minor UK hits in the 1990s with 'Ascension (Don't Ever Wonder)', 'Sumthin' Sumthin' 

and a cover of 'This Woman's Work'? MAXWELL 

1b Which knighted Nobel-winning Trinidadian author, who appeared on BBC radio's Caribbean Voices series in the 1950s, wrote 

the breakthrough novel 'A House for Mr Biswas'? VS NAIPAUL 

2a 
In which country is the Golden Harvest film production company based? Its films include 'Police Story' and 'Way of the 

Dragon'. 

CHINA (Accept HONG 

KONG) 

2b 
Barbara McClintock was the first person to describe the cross-shaped interaction of homologous chromosomes during which 

type of cell division seen in sexually-reproducing organisms, which gives rise to genetic variation? 

MEIOSIS (do NOT accept 

"Mitosis") 

3a 

In the 1930s and 40s, Irgun fought for an end to British rule in which country? Irgun's leaders included Ze'ev Jabotinsky and 

Menachem Begin. 

ISRAEL (accept (British 

Mandate) PALESTINE or 

Mandatory PALESTINE) 



3b 

Which city on the island of Java will soon be replaced as the capital of Indonesia by the planned city of Nusantara? JAKARTA 

4a 
Which chess player became known as the "Austrian Morphy" for his early successes in the 1850s? He was considered the 

world's best active player after defeating Adolf Anderssen in 1866, and became the first official World Chess Champion 

twenty years later. Wilhelm STEINITZ 

4b 

Which cheese from Normandy is usually produced in a heart shape? NEUFCHÂTEL 

 
Round 7 

1a First name or surname acceptable. What was the name of the Police Officer, later promoted to Sergeant, played by Gary 

Carr in 'Death in Paradise'? His wife gave birth to a daughter in the final episode of the first series. FIDEL BEST (Accept either part) 

1b What word derived from Arabic designates an area of sandy deserts with a large number of dunes? There are several 

such areas in the Sahara Desert. ERG (Do Not Accept REG) 

2a Nicola Benedetti, Nigel Kennedy and Vanessa-Mae are famous players of which stringed instrument? VIOLIN 

2b Which colour precedes 'Lady' in the brand name of inexplicably popular apples first grown in Australia in the 1970s? PINK 

3a In which Spanish city is the football club Real Betis based? SEVILLE 

3b The Alan Bennett play 'An Englishman Abroad' is about which member of the Cambridge Spy Ring? Guy BURGESS 

4a Which American political scientist coined the term 'Davos Man' to describe the global elites who attend the World 

Economic Forum's annual meeting? His other work includes developing the "Clash of Civilizations" theory of a post-Cold- Samuel P. HUNTINGTON 



War world order. 

4b What two names, after a husband-wife pair and their research partner, are given to the comet that crashed into the planet 

Jupiter in 1994? It was also numbered as the ninth discovered by this team. SHOEMAKER-LEVY 9 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Round 8 

1a Which Hungarian swimmer holds four women's world records, all of them in individual medley events? Katinka HOSSZÚ 

1b Which Ivy League University is located in Providence, Rhode Island? BROWN 

2a 

Which of the four people featured in Lytton Strachey's Eminent Victorians died in Sudan? General Charles GORDON 

2b Staple Island, Brownsman and Longstone are islands in which English island group, known for its seabirds? The 

Forfarshire shipwrecked off these islands in 1838. The FARNE Islands 

3a Sonny Rollins featured on the 1956 hard-bop album 'Brilliant Corners', by which pianist and composer? Thelonious Sphere MONK 

3b What is the two-word name of the large Australian songbird featured on the Australian ten-cent coin? The males' excellent 

tail feathers have often been misrepresented by artists and taxidermists. 

SUPERB LYREBIRD (prompt on 

LYREBIRD) 



4a 
Which Marvel character could have been named Latrodectus, for the genus of her namesake animal? She has been 

played on film by Scarlett Johansson. 

BLACK WIDOW (accept Natasha 

ROMANOFF/ROMANOV/ROMA

NOVA) 

4b Which American leader is depicted in a boat crossing the Delaware in a famous painting by Emanuel Leutze? George WASHINGTON 

 
We hope you have enjoyed this friendly set. Please remember that the friendlies are written by volunteers who are all members of OQL so 

please consider that when making comments regarding the friendly set. 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 
Spares 

1 Ronald Wycherley was the real name of singer Billy Fury, but which singer with the real name Clive Powell took over vocal 

duties when Fury split from his band The Blue Flames? Georgie FAME 

2 

In which sport do the Hokkaido Nippon Ham Fighters compete? Former players include Yu Darvish and Shohei Ohtani. BASEBALL 

3 In which city did Lawrence Ferlinghetti and Peter D. Martin found the City Lights bookstore in 1953? SAN FRANCISCO 

4 Sir Peter Viggers stepped down as an MP in 2010 after it came to light that he had attempted to claim £1,645 on A 'floating DUCK ISLAND' (accept 



expenses for what item? This item became emblematic of the MP's expenses scandal, and a description is acceptable. close equivalents which suggest 

accommodation for ducks; prompt 

on "pond feature") 

 
 


